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“A signature always reveals a
man’s character - and sometimes
even his name.”
-Evan Esar

News In Briefs
Stupidity Now
A Terminal
Disease
By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

New York City -- Goldman
Sachs CEO Lloyd Blankfein
was found dead in his mansion early yesterday morning,
following an extensive manhunt. Blankfein, who recently
received a 333% pay raise,
plus $12,600,000 in stock (a
42% increase from the previous year), had been missing
since early last week.
NYPD officers associated
with the case spoke with
The Daily Bull on a condition
of anonymity. “We found
him in a remote wing of his
residence, near a mini-fridge.
He apparently got lost and
couldn’t find his way back to
the kitchen. Empty bottles of
Bling H20 and caviar remnants
were scattered everywhere.
He’d even raided a nearby
closet; he had wrapped himself in blankets for warmth. In
fact, there was no medical
reason he should have died
...see Sachs on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like being totally embargo’d!

Endorsements

Pic o’ the Day
Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

Have you heard the wondrous news!?!? hearing that Winter Carnival was still a
Michigan Technological University will ways away. But Lady Gaga arrived soon
be hiring random
thereafter to “encelebrities to endorse” the school
dorse our beautiby taking proful campus! But
vocative pictures
who? And, more
next to the MEEM
importantly, what
for an Esquire adwill be said? Afvertisement that
ter an allocation
reads “Think you
of $3,687,974.68
can handle the
the university
Brick Dick? Think
star ted looking
again.”
for celebrities to
throw money at.
President Barrack Obama
First up was Tom
showed up, not
Cruise. He didn’t
to be outdone
have much to say
by Bush who ofexcept for the
fered, “Michigan
continual stating
Tech is a great
of the fact that
place to be
the ratio is 3 to
learned.” Obama
1… very odd.
countered with
He also said that
“America, we as a
Fisher 135 should
people need to
be renovated to
pick ourselves up
says reliable, trustworthy, or amazing, like a celbe a better Nothing
and teach
brity endorsing your product. Who wouldn’t want that!?
showcase
each othof his movies. Narcissist.
er.” I’m not quite sure what either one
was getting at, but that’s American
Ke$ha arrived only to promptly leave after politics for you. After declaring the MTU
...see Cereburiti on back

Now illegal in Egypt.

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Couch Locked? Munchies?
No Problem, The Studio Delivers!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

... Sachs from front

– he just gave up and expired.”

... Cereburiti from front

seal as the presidential seal, Obama left
after one inch of snow accumulation,
“There were some who suspected raving about how he didn’t want to get
foul play early on, you know, because delayed at the airport like he does in
they took all that government money the light snowfall of D.C.
and gave it to Mr. Blankfein. Add to
that the fact that Goldman Sachs’ Keanu Reeves made an appearance in
profits fell 38% last year and it’s no which his face never changed. It was
wonder people didn’t like him. But like the guy doesn’t experience emowe didn’t find anything that would tions or something. He rambled on
suggest this was a deliberate act on about Bill & Ted’s Excellent Adventure
the part of a disgruntled shareholder. like it was his greatest achievement then
Turns out he was just plain stupid.”
disappeared through a landline.
Hugh Heffner showed up and immediately turned into dirt. According to
the coroner, “There was very little that
could have been done. After years of
coitus it seemed the only thing keeping him alive was sheer sexuality and it
seems as though he started showing
a loss of libido around the announcement of his wedding.”
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Kanye West made an appearance and
after learning of his reasonable pay of
$200,000 he demanded more: “This
is ridiculoussssssss, I am the voice of
generationssss” in auto-tune, of course.
Sarah Palin Showed up and no one
cared.

404 ERROR
Article Not Found
This Article is missing or never was written. You can wait to see if the Article
will become available, or return to the previous Article.
If this Error continues to progress please call our toll-free support line at
1-801-200-DERP (3377).
If you are in denial and think this is a conspiracy by the Lode to sabotage
the Daily Bull, please flip over the page, as doing so may make this article
possibly available.
If the above does not help please try the following:
*If you attempted to solve the weekly Sudoku, please make sure that you
did not answer incorrectly. Also, if you drew the wrong symbol (if a symbol
was used), this could be the cause.
*Look closely at the title of this paper. If it says “Michigan Tech Lode”, you
are reading the wrong thing.
*Consider clicking “like” on the Daily Bull Facebook Page.
*If you already “like” the Daily Bull Facebook Page, consider “unlike”ing the
Michigan Tech Lode Facebook Page.

CELERY MAN HAS
LEARNED HOW TO COPE
WITH BEING A VEGGIE
IN AN INCREASINGLY
VEGETARIAN WORLD.
The secret? RUN FAST
FROM PEOPLE WHO ARE
TRYING TO EAT YOU.
Or, if you are a broomball
RUN REALLY FAST
AND SMASH PEOPLE.

player,

*If the above option is a threat to your belief system, you could at least suggest to other friends to “like” the Daily Bull Facebook page.
If all else fails, Please send us an email and try again later.
Or just wait till the next issue, which is due to be available the next business
day. (because we are DAILY)
For Technical Support Please Contact One of Our Writers - they can be found
anywhere on campus. To locate a Writer, just look for the most awesome,
world famous, and sexiest people on campus. Those will be their friends;
the Writers will be the ones 9001 levels above that.
-Kyle Roe

Come support the Daily
Bull team!
BULLHEAD.GIF plays
SATURDAY at 6 against
THE BONES.
BE THERE. BE COOL.
(And come and harass the
referees, especially that
hoser in stripes)

